Things We Couldn’t Say (Book) - the true story of Diet [pronounced Deet] Eman, a young
Dutch woman who, with her fiancé, Hein Sietsma, risked everything to rescue Jews imperiled
by Nazi persecution in occupied Holland during World War II. Throughout the years that Diet
and Hein aided the Resistance - work that would cost Diet her freedom and Hein his life - their
courageous effort ultimately saved the lives of hundreds of Dutch Jews. This book is Diet
Eman's account of that tumultuous period.
The first-person narrative vividly captures the events of her brave saga - from her initial
engagement with Hein in the Resistance operation, to her eventual arrest and imprisonment at
the Vught concentration camp, to the final grim toll of the war that devastated all of Europe.
Diary entries that Diet and Hein logged during the war as well as excerpts from personal letters
that passed between the two young lovers detail their thoughts and emotions during those
years.
Diet Eman's Things We Couldn't Say is an unforgettable story of heroism, faith, and - above all
- love. It is also one of the great Christian stories of the twentieth century - the story of two
people whose faith compelled them to stand up to the most sinister evil their generation has
ever witnessed.
Hidden In Silence (DVD) - Przemysl, Poland, WWII. Germany emerges victorious over the
Russians, and the city comes under Nazi control. The Jewish are sent to the ghettos. While
some stand silent, Catholic teenager Stefania Podgorska chooses the role of a savior and
sneaks 13 Jews into her attic. Every day, she risks detection--and immediate execution--by
smuggling food and water to the silent group living above her. And when two German nurses
are assigned to her living quarters, the chances of discovery become dangerously high. This is
the true story of a young woman's selfless commitment and unwavering resolve in the face of
war.
Irena Sendler: Bringing Life to Children of the Holocaust (Book) - Irena Sendler was born
into a Catholic family in Poland in 1910. Throughout the German occupation in World War II,
Irena worked tirelessly to help save Poland's Jews from the Nazi horror. Irena saved at least
2,500 Jewish children from certain death during the Holocaust. By the time of her death in
2008, Irena had been honored by the governments of Poland and Israel, Pope John Paul II,
and many of those she had rescued.
The Courageous Heart of Irena Sendler (DVD) – The story of Irena Sendler, a social worker
who was part of the Polish underground during World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for
saving the lives of nearly 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw ghetto.
Hidden Heroes (DVD) - The rescue of Jews in Nazi-occupied Holland is a story of
unimaginable courage and faith. As told by those who lived through the Nazi terror, this
evocative documentary recounts what it was like for Dutch Jews to face systematic isolation,
persecution...and elimination. Our subjects were mere children at the time. Children who
witnessed their family and friends being arrested and dragged away — and, for most, never to
be seen again. Children for whom unbearable pain and loss was cruelly compressed into a
single experience of overwhelming terror.
Hitler’s plan to eliminate an entire race of people may have succeeded if not for those who saw
the lie in his quest for perfection, those willing to stand against the Nazi evil—the Dutch

resistance. They were ordinary people willing to risk their lives and the lives of their family to
shelter and save Dutch Jews. These were Holland’s Hidden Heroes.
The Reckoning: Remembering the Dutch Resistance (DVD) - The Reckoning:
Remembering the Dutch Resistance is the international award-winning documentary that
captures the compelling story and eyewitness account of six survivors in war-torn Netherlands
during World War II. With the revelation of Hitler's "Final Solution" and the uncertainty of
liberation, it reveals the intensely human aspect of the Dutch struggle against Nazi tyranny.
The Pianist (DVD) - this epic true-life story of brilliant pianist and composer Wladyslaw
Szpilman, an acclaimed musician who survived WWII with the help of a German officer.
Trapped in Hitler’s Hell (Book) - A young Jewish girl discovers the Messiah's faithfulness in
the midst of the Holocaust.
Schindler’s List (DVD) - This incredible true story follows the enigmatic Oskar Schindler, who
saved the lives of more than 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust.
Defiance (Book) – The suspenseful and inspiring story of Jewish partisans who fought the
Germans from their base in the Nalibocka Forest in Belorussia. Their leader, Tuvia Bielski, was
an uneducated man who--though he had lost his parents, brothers and wife to the Germans-put efforts to preserve the lives of Jews above revenge. The partisans worked to rescue Jews
in hiding and to smuggle Jews out of nearby ghettos, but also to punish Jewish collaborators.
By the end of the war, Bielski had gathered more than 1200 Jews of all ages into the forest.
That they suffered a loss of "only" 5% is remarkable, given that their refuge was virtually
surrounded by Germans. Bielski died in 1987 and was buried in Jerusalem in a ceremony
reserved for Israel's national heroes.
The Bielski Brothers (Book)- In 1941, three brothers witnessed their parents and two other
siblingsbeing led away to their eventual murders. It was a grim scene that would,of course, be
repeated endlessly throughout the war. Instead of running orgiving in to despair, these brothers
-- Tuvia, Zus, and Asael Bielski -- foughtback, waging a guerrilla war of wits against the Nazis.
By using their intimate knowledge of the dense forests surrounding theBelarusan towns of
Novogrudek and Lida, the Bielskis evaded the Nazis andestablished a hidden base camp, then
set about convincing other Jews to jointheir ranks. As more and more Jews arrived each day, a
robust communitybegan to emerge, a "Jerusalem in the woods."
After two and a half years in the woods, in July 1944, the Bielskis learnedthat the Germans,
overrun by the Red Army, were retreating back towardBerlin. More than one thousand Bielski
Jews emerged -- alive -- on that final,triumphant exit from the woods.
Defiance (DVD) - Daniel Craig stars in this action-packed epic of family honor vengeance and
salvation. Defiance is a riveting adventure that showcases the extraordinary true story of the
Bielski brothers, simple farmers - outnumbered and outgunned - who turned a group of war
refugees into powerful freedom fighters. Their inspirational story is a true testament to the
human spirit.
The Hiding Place (DVD) – Corrie and Betsy Ten Boom had been sent to the camp for helping
the Jews. Christ’s Spirit and words were their guide; it was His persecuted people they tried to

save—at the risk of their own lives; it was His strength that sustained them through times of
profound horror.
Return To The Hiding Place (Book)- Unspeakable faith in the face of Nazi persecution didn't
come easily for 18-year-old Dutch student Hans Poley. But after months in hiding at Corrie ten
Boom's home, Poley found an inner peace and freedom that defied even the Nazi peril.
Composed of his wartime journals and letters, the book also includes exclusive photos
documenting Poley's life in hiding.
Return To The Hiding Place (Movie) - When Corrie ten Boom realizes the rising Nazi empire
will swallow Holland and create the holocaust of every innocent Jew in secret death-camps,
she faces the deadly threat of these "Death-Skull Storm Troopers" with a surprising remedy: an
army comprised of untrained teenagers.
Around that same time, brilliant young physics student, Hans Poley, chooses not to join the
Nazi party. To protect him, his parents force him into hiding in the home of Corrie ten Boom.
While in hiding, he witnesses the atrocities toward the suffering Jews and decides he must do
something.
Hans is drawn by resistance fighter, Piet Hartog, and love of Piet's life - Aty van Woerden
(Corrie ten Boom's niece) into an intricate web of espionage and clandestine activities
centered in the famous Hiding Place.
As part of Corrie ten Boom's army of untrained teenagers, Hans, Piet, and their friends
navigate a deadly labyrinth of challenges to rescue the Jewish people in their modern-day,
panicked exodus from death while embarking on a nonstop, action-packed hunt with the
underground involving Gestapo hijacks, daring rescues, codes in windswept old windmills, and
stunning miracles in one of history's most famous dramas. Climaxing in the true, breath-taking
rescue of an entire orphanage of Jewish children marked for mass execution by Hitler's
assassins, audiences will both cheer and weep at this exciting, sobering tale of Hans and the
youth movement that dared to resist one of History's cruelest tyrants.
Perlasca: The Courage Of A Just Man (DVD) - The true story of Giorgio Perlasca, an Italian
who risked his life to save Jews in Second World War Hungary. Though Perlasca (Zingaretti)
was initially a supporter of Italian fascism and fought for Mussolini in East Africa during the
Italo-Abyssinian War, he became increasingly disenchanted with the doctrine as it merged with
Hitler's anti-Semitic vision. In 1944, while based in Budapest for the purposes of business,
Perlasca was confronted directly with the horror of the Holocaust and, unlike so many others,
didn't turn a blind eye but did whatever he could to save lives.
N0.4 Street of Our Lady (DVD) - If your neighbors were being hunted down and came to your
door begging for help, would you risk your life to save theirs? This film tells the remarkable, yet
little-known, story of Francisca Halamajowa, a Polish-Catholic woman who rescued 16 of her
Jewish neighbors during the Holocaust, while cleverly passing herself off as a Nazi
sympathizer.
The Only Way (DVD) - In April 1940, the armies of Nazi Germany invaded Denmark. The
Danish government promised peaceful cooperation on the condition that Denmark’s Jews
remain free. The Nazi s agreed. In October 1943, the agreement was broken...This is the true
and magnificent saga of Denmark’s valorous actions to save Danish Jews from Nazi
extermination at peril of death! For the Danes, this was THE ONLY WAY. Watch on YouTube
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Holocaust (DVD) - Holocaust is an American television mini-series broadcast in four parts in
1978 on the NBC television network. The series tells the story of the Holocaust from the
perspective of the (fictional) Weiss family of German Jews and that of a rising member of the
SS, who gradually becomes a merciless war criminal. Holocaust highlighted numerous
important events which occurred up to and during World War II, such as Kristallnacht, the
creation of Jewish ghettos and later, the use of gas chambers.

